Team Building and Personal Ownership
This session will help you become a better leader
and team player by understanding what makes
teams successful and how to activate your
personal ownership.
Participants will:
Building successful Teams
Understand the 3 cornerstones that make up a winning
team; Purpose, Trust and Collaboration. Learn how
leaders facilitate winning teams even at the most
challenging of times.
What enables people and teams to do what seems impossible?
Group demo demonstrating how a 4 people can pick up one person with only two fingers each.
Discuss what works and doesn’t work in team performance.
Effective and Efficient Communication
Communication is always an interaction. Maintaining perspective is key to success in any
interaction so that each party feels heard and understood. Identify your personality type and to
better understand other personality types and how to better communicate with them. We break
out into groups to do a role-play exercise that powerfully shows the value of perspective in any
conversation or conflict.
Group Challenge
Break out into groups and be challenged to create a process that represents a product or
service. Create the process and see what happens when the circumstances and requirements
change and put the team under pressure. See how constraints affect peoples thinking, personal
responsibility, communication and how to better leads teams under difficult circumstances.
Attitudes in the workplace
Introduce the energy of thought and how it affects our individual and group attitude. Then
Break into pairs to do a fun and powerful exercise to experience the power of our words and
how they shape our attitude.
Ownership versus Accountability
Accountability feels punitive and is often referred to after something has gone wrong. Leaders
focus on ownership over accountability to drive engagement, activate problem solving and
elevate responsibility.
Penny Zenker is an international speaker and best-selling author. She is passionate about
helping people live more fulfilling lives through reducing stress, improving communication,
and creating greater passion and focus. Her experience includes building and selling a multimillion dollar business, managing business turnarounds, living abroad for 16 years, and
worked 5 years a Tony Robbins business coach. She will challenge you to think differently
and inspire you to be your best. Her easy to understand frameworks make
implementation fast and easy.

